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RcmdrPlugin.mosaic-package

Adds an Rcmdr menu items for manipulating structables and produc-
ing mosaic and assoc plot

Description

The menu item opens a dialog bx which allows to change the structure of structables visually.
Details
Note

Special thanks go to Richard Heiberger who invested quite some time in testing uncharted territory and made valuable suggestions for improving the interface to mosaic.

Author(s)

Erich Neuwirth
Maintainer: Erich Neuwirth <erich.neuwirth@univie.ac.at>

Description

Rcmdr menu items for mosaic and assoc plots

Usage

mosaicMenuItem()
weHaveMosaicableTables()

Note

Special thanks go to Richard Heiberger who invested quite some time in testing uncharted territory and made valuable suggestions for improving this function
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